ANNOUNCEMENT

Meeting conclusion by the District Standing Party Committee

On 1 December 2021, Secretary of Kon Plong District Party Committee Mr. Dao Duy Khanh chaired a meeting with CENDI representatives and representatives from other relevant agencies.

After listening to the CENDI’s presentation on orientation and strategy on preservation and development of livelihood through combined models of Forest (Rung) – Upland farm (Ray) – Valley rice field (Ruong) in Kon Plong district in the period of 2022 – 2025, Mr. Khanh has drawn some conclusions as bellow:

1. The District Party Committee agrees to implement the strategy on preservation and development of livelihood through the combined models of Forest – Upland farm – Valley rice field in Kon Plong district in the period of 2022 – 2025 including five communes of Po E, Dak Nen, Mang Canh, Dak Ring and Ngoc Tem. Accordingly, from 2022 – 2024, CENDI will collaborate with these communes to support and facilitate the implementation of the following tasks:
   - Enhance community capacity in collecting and preservation of local native tree species, and building nurseries of ecological native species of high economic value.
   - Proactively ensure sources of seedlings that are adaptable to local climate and soil conditions to help the local people with afforestation and planting of fruit trees and other types of trees to achieve and over-achieve annual plan. Priority should be given to timber trees such as Trac, Cam Lai, Doi Xanh as well as other trees in the communes of Dak Ring, Dak Nen and Ngoc Tem.

2. Continue to support to develop and expand models in Po E commune to become the pilot ones for demonstration during study tours and exchange visits taken by communal households.

3. District People’s Committee direct functional branches to facilitate and closely collaborate with CENDI in the implementation of Forest – Upland farm – Valley rice fields models in Kon Plong district from 2022 – 2025.
4. Communal Party Committees direct Communal People’s Committees and political system of the a.m. communes to closely collaborate with CENDI during the implementation for the best quality, progress and effectiveness.

This Announcement is for your information and implementation.

*Recipients:*

- District Standing Party Committee;
- Kon Plong District People’s Commitee;
- CENDI;
- Communal Party Commitees of Po E, Dak Nen Mang Canh, Dak Rinh, Ngoc Tem;
- Kon Plong Forest Protection Department;
- Kong Plong Forestry Co. Ltd;
- Thach Nham Watershed Forest Management Board ;
- District Party Committee Office (for filling)

*DEPUTY OFFICE HEAD*

Phan Dinh Hai  
(Signed and stamped)